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Introducing Padel Plus 
Courts + Canopies + Lighting + Ground Works + Installation 
 
 
+ Independent British padel court & canopy company. 
+ Importing market leading courts from a partner with 25 years’ 

experience installing around the world.  
+ Courts designed according to the International Padel 

Federation standards and manufactured to the highest quality 
and safety requirements: galvanized metallic structures to 
EN1090; tempered glass to EN12150; Mondo Supercourt 
WPT turf to UNE147301; industry-leading LED lighting from 
ProSportLED. 

+ Integrated project management offering peerless customer 
support and liaison between all contractors. 

+ Ground works partnership with Atlas Concrete ensuring all 
construction elements are offered as one service. 

+ Management team with specialist knowledge of the sports 
market including a former professional sportsman who 
considers products from the players’ point of view and an 
experienced manager of some of the most prestigious private 
sports facilities who understands how clubs commission new 
courts and infrastructure. 

+ Our founders have advised public & private clubs on running 
facilities, building communities of players, recruiting and then 
managing coaches & management teams. Beyond supplying 
courts we can advise broadly on building successful padel clubs. 
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Club & Panoramic Courts  
Permanent installations  
 
Our premium Panoramic court provides a beautiful playing environment and 
a more elegant structure. The rear walls have no structural elements other 
than in the corners providing great visibility into and out of the court. 
 
Our Club court provides maximum durability with minimum maintenance. 
 
Each component from the steel frame, glass, artificial turf, lighting and court-
side accessories has been developed to be a proud addition to the most 
demanding of schools, clubs or homes. 
 
Fully customisable  
 
+ Paint  
+ Zinc primer 
+ Turf model and colour  
+ Lighting pillars & ProSportLED asymmetric lighting 
+ Nets  
+ Corner trims 
+ Protectors 
+ Scoreboards 
+ Benches 
+ Ball bins & hangers 
+ Doors 
+ Ball stop nets 
+ Fully guaranteed against defects in material and workmanship for 10 

years (subject to proper maintenance) 
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Uncompromising durability  
Our courts are built to 
withstand challenging 
environments, including 
coastal locations around the 
British Isles. If you have the 
vision, we have the complete 
padel solution to build courts 
in extraordinary places. 
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Pop-up Courts  
For events or temporary installations 
 
Temporary courts can be useful to enable exhibitions, tournaments or events 
to be staged in any number of locations where permanent courts would not 
be possible eg public spaces. 
 
They can also be useful in the club environment where a pop-up court can 
be installed on an existing (potentially redundant) tennis court as a means of 
growing interest in padel before the club makes the long term commitment. 
They can be erected without planning permission, perhaps while permission 
is sought for permanent courts. This helps to generate revenue before the 
larger capital costs are incurred. 
 
Pop-up courts can be converted to permanent installations later on, once 
appropriate foundations have been put in place. 
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LED Lighting by ProSportLED 
 
Padel Plus partners ProSportLED, pioneers of both indoor 
and outdoor racket sport lighting, to bring industry-leading 
LED expertise to our courts. ProSportLED’s knowledge 
stems from understanding the needs of athletes, the 
capabilities of LED manufacturers and the qualities 
operators look for when fitting out their facilities. The result 
is an optimal playing experience and the benefit of energy 
savings and great customer feedback for operators. 
 
Outdoor and Outdoor Covered Space Lighting 
Alongside noise, light pollution can be a significant problem 
in terms of planning considerations. If your site uses a 
symmetrical light fixture (direct) it is likely to be in a 
neighbour’s line of vision. Diffusing the light will only soften 
its appearance whilst leaving the light very much in view. 
 
The solution is an asymmetrical light fixture. The Maha 
product line from ProSportLED will illuminate the court 
precisely with all light fixtures installed parallel (0°) to the 
playing surface. Our light cut-off technology provides exact 
control with virtually zero light pollution (see image). 
 
Other benefits include: 
+ 20KV Surge protection from electrical storms 
+ Optimal efficiency with a class-leading 145 lumens per watt, combined with the IPC WiFi 

controller can maximize energy savings by connecting up to 200 fixtures to 1 controller 
+ The LED Converter technology from KMW excels when filming match play or tuition. The non-

flicker converter allows for slow-motion filming at 1,500 frames per second compatible with 
broadcast 4k and 8k cameras 
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Indoor Lighting 
The PSL Sirius symmetrical linear light is the most advanced 
indoor court light on the Padel market. 
 
The 'designed in Germany' polycarbonate injection-moulded lens is 
built tough (IK10) and minimizes glare and shadows. The result is a 
soft and uniform light with extremely low glare levels, up to now 
unknown on padel courts.  
 
Other benefits include: 
+ Bluetooth control via the Samsung Galaxy tablet (included) or 

Android smartphone 
+ Class leading efficiency with 160 lumens per watt. This 

means greater light output at a lower energy cost with 20% 
better efficiency than other products on the market 

+ Premium Samsung LED Chips ensure consistent and long-life 
illumination 

 
  

Above  |  The Maha outdoor 
fixtures mounted at 0º to the 
court ensure optimal playing 
conditions and virtually no light 
spill into adjacent areas. 

Left  |  The Sirius indoor court 
product provides a wonderful 
even light combined with a 
tough casing to resist repeated 
ball impact. 
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Left & Bottom Left  |  
Whether indoors, 
outdoors or canopy-
covered, Padel Plus 
courts are engineered 
and built to provide 
years of enjoyment and 
cost effective operation. 
 
 

Right  |  It’s all in the 
detail. Our courts are 
fully customisable 
including multiple 
branding opportunities. 
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Ground Works  
For every location… 
 
A key point of differentiation for Padel Plus in 2023 is providing 
ground works via our close partner Atlas Concrete. Atlas is a 
subsidiary of BDCe Concrete, a California-based specialist with more 
than 20 years of experience and hundreds of satisfied customers. Their 
UK company has been formed specifically to provide padel court and 
sports infrastructure ground works. Atlas Concrete is a member of the 
Sports and Play Construction Association (SAPCA) whose foundation 
specification has been adopted by the LTA for padel. 
 
Each padel court site must be evaluated on an individual basis with 
consideration for logistics (site location, movement of materials on and 
off site, ground conditions, presence of existing services or 
infrastructure). We encourage site owners / operators to 
commission geotech surveys before contacting us so all parties 
know from the outset what the likely project challenges will be. 
 
Where a club or operator has an existing relationship with a contractor 
we will ensure they have the correct specification so the site is 
prepared to our needs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Why choose Padel Plus  
The Complete Court Solution 
 
Quality of Product 
+ Our Spanish court maker has been active in the padel market across 

Europe for 25 years. They have built thousands of courts installing 
them around the world and have the resources and capacity to 
supply the fast-growing UK market quickly and effectively.   

+ Steel and polycarbonate structural canopies have been engineered 
for the British climate with peerless quality of finish. We see the 
canopy as crucial to padel’s success in the UK and are positioned 
with the best product and the resources to install them in volume.  

+ Industry-leading LED lighting fixtures from ProSportLED. 
+ Integrated ground works capability meaning we truly deliver a 

complete court solution.  
+ Numerous thoughtful extras including courtside furniture, interior 

design for social spaces and changing rooms, and full installation of 
everything we offer. 

 

Level of Service 
+ With an office in the UK to serve our customers and one in Spain 

through which we maintain close ties to our manufacturing facilities, 
we aim to provide exceptional service.  

+ Many of the smaller companies serving the UK market, both British 
companies relying on Spanish suppliers, or Spanish companies trying 
to enter the UK, struggle with the language barrier and customer 
service. Padel Plus is native in England and in Spain, meaning 
nothing gets lost in translation.  

 
Strength of Management Team 
+ Specialist knowledge of the sports market. 
+ With former professional sportsmen at board level, our products are 

considered from the athlete’s point of view, not just the technical 
teams who develop them. This approach has enabled particular 
innovation in court lighting where a combination of the player’s needs 
and the LED manufacturer’s knowledge, results in a greatly improved 
on-court experience. 

+ We have 20 years’ experience running some of the most prestigious 
private sports facilities and therefore understand the process of how a 
club commissions new courts and infrastructure. Our founders have 
also advised public & private clubs on running facilities, building 
communities of players, recruiting and managing coaches & 
management teams. 
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Find us online at PadelPlus.uk 
 
For UK Sales & Marketing: 
James Sandwith 
James@PadelPlus.uk 
+44 7947 044496 
 
For Tech Enquiries on Courts,  
Canopies & Lighting: 
Lee Witham 
Lee@PadelPlus.uk 
+34 690 910 165 
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